English
The Highwayman: Narrative poetry,
exploring use of language, poetic
techniques and imagery, reading skills
such as inference and deduction.
Robin Hood: Exploring myths, fables
and legends, looking at different
viewpoints, understanding how
character is created, participating in
discussions and debates, writing
persuasive and balanced arguments.
Playscripts: Looking at examples of
plays, identifying features, writing and
performing plays.
Daily sessions on spelling, punctuation
and grammar.
Writing to entertain:
Looking at, and writing, different
openings for stories. ‘Show not tell’.
Description of character and settings.
Fables and legends, exploring different
viewpoints, understanding characters
across a range of texts.
Using poetic techniques and powerful
language.
Writing to inform:
Producing a range of writing including
information texts, newspaper articles,
letters/postcards.
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Science
Forces: Children identify and define the
forces of gravity and friction (including
air and water resistance) and investigate
their effects in everyday life. They will
understand how forces are measured
and research Isaac Newton.
Earth and Space: Size and shape of
earth moon and sun. How the sun
moves in the sky, the earth spins on its
axis. the sun rises in the east and sets in
the west. The earth takes a year to orbit
the sun. Keep a moon diary.

Humanities
Brazil
Locate Brazil and its neighbours on
continental and world maps in an atlas
and use this to label maps.
Use geographical language to describe
its location e.g. North, South,
hemisphere
Know and locate principal cities of the
country.
Identify physical and human
geographical features.
Know and describe the climate of Brazil
using geographical language.

PE
Gymnastics
Basic shapes, jumps, rolls and balances.
Working individually, in pairs and small
groups to compose and perform short
routines.
Hockey
Children will develop their passing,
dribbling and shooting skills in a range
of individual, paired and small sided
activities. Attack and Defence strategies
will be learnt.

On-going
Growth mind-set for learning

RE
The Bible: Know what The Bible is, how
it started and what kind of writing is in
it. Know how it is organised and why it
is important to Christians.
Easter: Know what is celebrated on
Palm
Sunday.
Understand
the
significance of special meals.
Understand significant events of The
Last Supper.
Present Easter service for parents.

Football
Develop basic footwork skills, passing,
control and turning, shooting
techniques and apply in game
situations.

PSHE
Going for goals
This theme focuses on motivation. It
gives an important opportunity for all
children’s abilities, qualities and
strengths to be valued.

Developing our mathematical thinking and
process skills by solving reasoning tasks,
mathematical problems and
investigations.

French
Mon Anniversaire
Continue work on daily routines.
Months and seasons of the year.
Verbs— ’er’

Computing
Spreadsheets: Children learn how to
use and create spreadsheets. They will
input the correct formulas for the
program to complete relevant
calculations.
Coding: Children will apply their coding
skills learnt last term in a range of
simulations. Children will also
programme EV3 robots .

Mathematics
Read and write whole numbers, place
value including decimals.
Multiply and divide by 10 and 100.
Scale numbers up or down.
Secure knowledge of tables and
associated facts.
Order numbers.
Understand and use the four operations
of number, use doubling and halving.
Extend written methods of calculation.
Use fraction notation, mixed numbers and
percentages
Use decimal notation to two decimal
places including money and real life
problems.
Data-handling, likelihood of events.
Describe properties of shapes and be able
to draw their nets.
Reflection and translation of shapes.
Draw and measure acute and obtuse
angles with accuracy.
Interpret scales

Enrichment: World Storytelling Day, World
Book Day, Parent Event

Art/DT
Study the Brazilian artist Romero Britto
and his use of colour, pattern and
shape. Produce a simple, repeating
print in his style and then use this
understanding to create a landscape
painted in the style of the artist.
Produce a Brazilian carnival mask using
different materials.

